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Utilization of EU cohesion policy funds in 

Hungary 

• This lecture presents the history and contemporary practice of EU cohesion fund 

utilization in Hungary. Core issues: 

– The impact of institutional and bureaucratic incentives 

– The causes of risk and responsibility minimizing attitude 

– The explanation for lack of visible results 

– The roots of sticky institutions and the options to initiate change  
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Competition for the development funds – 

research on the NDP from local perspective 

Csite András–Szepesi Balázs [2008] Az I. NFT eredményei és hatásai 10 kistérségben 

HBF-Hungaricum, Kecskemét 

Focus 

• Impact and perception of NDP from the perspective of the beneficiary – small 

region as unit of observation 

• Background of absorption capacity and social reaction on development programs is 

investigated 

Conceptual Framework 

Local champions

Well functioning local 

institutions

Strong community

Access to national

development decisions

Success in absorptions

Funded developments

fit to local needs
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Methodology
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Rank of development success 

 

Calculated using prinicipal component analysis to summarize essence of absorption 

indices 

Statistics and development success 

• Location, settlement hierarchy and development (HDI) explains only 14% 

• There is correlation (0,338) between development success and economic 

prosperity but there is no causation – endogenous local development path matters. 

 

Tokaj  1  

Vasvár  7  

Polgár  11  

Pásztó  21  

Gyula  41  

Mezőtúr  69  

Dabas  70  

Baja  80  

Ajka  82  

Bonyhád  90  
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Survey data and development success 

• In more successful regions  

– Strong local development network (RFÜ, consultants, local governments) 

– Labor experience 

– Emphasis on local development needs 

– Looking at funds as only finance channels 

– Focus on tourism and local transport – demanding endogenous development 

•  In less successful regions  

– Focus on agriculture and industry – demanding exogenous development 

Conclusion 

• Concentrated absorption 

• Strategy to get funds works 

• Champion: the major of the local capital 

• Fund-collectors, transmitters and local development centers 

• Impact of official institutions is not primary 

• The social interpretation of development funding predicts tensions 

Voice of the regions 

• High administrative burdens 

• Public agents do not keep the rules they have declared – deadlines, not used 

documents 

• More access to information and details on expectations 

• Fund priorities do not fit to local needs 

• Lack of small and simple funding schemes 
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• Share of financial assistance is low 

• Liquidity problems – lack of pre-finance; delays in finance 

• Local actors should be involved into the decision process 

Proposals 

• More straightforward development goals 

• Harmonizing development institutions and social, administrative and political 

mechanisms 

• More emphasis on local aspects 

• Credibility of development policy is crucial 

• More simple and more inclusive access to development funds 

Proposed further research 

• Mechanisms and conflicts of development policy should be analyzed 

– The linkage and cultural turbulences between national policy centers and local 

economic, social way of life 

– The transmitting channels between local actors and development institutions 

– Tensions and cooperation failures between development focused institutions and 

other branches of national administration 


